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Anyone who has attempted to culture embryos knows how sensitive they are to their environment. Embryos provide the most stringent assessment of water quality, reagent purity, gaseous environment and technologist skills. For at least 15 years the transfer of cultured cattle and sheep embryos to surrogate mothers has been known to lead to unexpectedly large numbers of larger than normal offspring, a phenomenon attributed to sub-optimal culture conditions prior to transfer. More recently, the manner in which genetically identical mouse embryos are cultured has been shown to influence a range of behaviors in the animals after they are born, indicating subtle differences in their development. Not surprisingly, therefore, the developmental potential of an embryo might also be influenced by the conditions it encounters within the reproductive tract of the mother.
Recently much attention has been paid to the possibility that chemicals, posing as natural hormones, can influence a pregnancy outcome and the ''quality'' of offspring born. Endocrine-disrupting chemicals undoubtedly pose a health threat to all living creatures and their progeny. Perhaps of even greater significance to human health and well being and ultimately to medical costs is the realization that the relative quality and quantity of ''normal'' constituents, such as fats, proteins and carbohydrates, of a mother's diet can subtly influence the phenotype of her offspring through epigenetic changes imprinted in utero.
It is this topic of maternal diet and its impact on reproductive outcomes that is addressed in the three reviews that follow. Dr. Tom Fleming and co-workers review work from their own and other laboratories on how the environment to which an embryo is exposed either in vitro or within the maternal reproductive tract might lead to long-term alterations in fetal and post natal growth and adult phenotype. The implications of such work to the long-term health of human populations in the form of Fetal Origin(s) of Adult Disease (or FOAD) cannot be underestimated. Dr. Jacqueline Wallace and her colleagues have developed a sheep model for human adolescent pregnancy, where over-nourishment, paradoxically gives rise to impaired placental growth and decreased birth weights with all its attendant risks to the newborn as it progresses towards adulthood and maturity. Finally, Dr. Cheryl Rosenfeld describes how the diet provided to female mice can influence the sex ratio of their offspring. Specifically, a diet high in fat is able to skew the sex ratio towards males, while one low in fat favors female offspring. This observation, though intuitively unexpected, is consistent with the Trivers & Willards' sex-allocation hypothesis and might have adaptive significance, increasing the likelihood of a mother passing her genes onto her grandchildren and future generations. Together the papers explore a poorly understood epigenetic link between maternal nutrition and pregnancy outcome.
